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About This Game

The Monsters have invaded the jungle and took many animals captive. They are destroying all the jungles one by one. The free
animals have no other choice but ask for help from our hero Happy Singh.

You play as Happy Singh, a cute little guy with magical powers. Your goal is to rescue all the captive animals from the
Monsters. Gain new magical powers by collecting in game coins.

Each level is a 3d maze where you have to find keys to unlock the next area. Also each level is filled with deadly Monsters of
different types. Each type of Monster has unique fighting style. Run, Shoot, Jump and bring happiness back to the Jungle.
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OS: Windows XP
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happy singh adventures

OMG, this is ogly game for last years... I have one habit is a finish all of that I try to start. I have been finishing this game for
1.5 years cause I set up and deleted this game again and again. Luckily I've done it - I have finished this game.

If you cant create something special and amazing please dont do anything...

I regret for spending time with the game.. I was hesitant to buy this when I saw the low amount of reviews but reading those 50
reviews (the majority of which are positive) I thought I may as well try it out. I mean I can always refund. I then purchased the
title and jumped online to discover all of the official servers empty. In total there were only 6 people playing online. I almost
refunded it immediately. I mean for a new release to not have any real online community was disheartening.

I decided to play anyway with the intent to refund the game. Well 2 hours later I was having a blast. This game is a lot of fun.
Kind of an old school adventure game. For a simple looking game it is actually quite a bit of fun and is certainly challenging so
far. The game runs great and the bugs that I have discovered are very minimal and in no way game breaking so far. In fact this is
one of the better EA releases I have played; and I fall for a lot of EA titles. This one shows a lot of promise. It's a relaxing game
to play with plenty of tense oh %$#@ moments to mix it up. It is not D&D but it reminds me of D&D adventures...

There is a lot of work ahead for the devs but so far so good. Even with the lack of player pop I will play this anyway. I love a
good survival\/adventure\/fantasy type game.. Excellent, just excelent.
But this game needs you to play and play to get better.
I love it.. Okay, I bought this game myself, when I was maybe 8\/9?
I don't think it is a spin off of Wildlife Park, Infact, Wildlife Park is almost a spin off of this. Origionally this was created for
young horse mad children to play. However the lay out of this Version is a LOT different to the game I used to play.
For that reason I am not a fan, they have taken this game and swapped it so Wildlife Park looks and handles better, but this used
to run on the same board and systems that that does...

I still enjoy it, even nearing my 21st Birthday, If I find my version of it, ever, I will definately be reinstalling on my PC and
playing that instead of this.
. When I first saw COATED in the Upcoming section, it looked interesting enough to bookmark for further examination upon
release. I'm grown hesitant to actually buy day-of-release games, expecially if no discount is offered. But when I saw the
following message on the Store Page, the decision was made:

"If you got a good experience, don't forget to mention that "Only" if you've a free moment. But in case you got a bad
experience, then you "MUST" speak about it, that way you'll get better games next time."

This degree of commitment made the purchase decision easy. And the first few minutes of play indicates that this may just turn
out to be a very pleasant game, at a fair price (even without discount.) One thing I've learned is that the most important aspect of
any new game is a concerned DEV.

I wonder, however, if I'll be the only player to accidentally loose all my save data by simply attempting to exit the OPTIONS
screen. I'm not sure that gameplay should be a component of the setup menus. For small children, or their beginner parents
wanting to bond, this sort of rage-inducing feature might be a bad idea.

If Blind Color is the same as Color Blind, having 2 levels to select for accessibility is a wonderfully kind, as well as marketable,
feature.

Though COATED is advertised as playable by children, don't be misled. This game is challenging enough to be interesting to
gamers of any age or skill level. (I hope to update this review soon.)

Thank you.. Another excellent release from Smokebox, I can't recommend anything he creates enough. A very fun locomotive,
especially on the Horseshoe curve. Great respect to the realism of the real thing, within the confines of TS. Not as high fidelity
as his FEF-3, but easily one of the great steamers for TS.. Had a blast playing this, community is great and the skill ceiling is
endless. Hours of fun.. unique game
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much challenging and also relaxed

i hope you will add achivements. I own the physical tabletop game + the expansion and i love them both. Now, thanks to this pc
version, i can play it anywhere!

If you're a fan of the physical version, you won't be disapointed!
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I guess I've found a bug. I've defeated aya, and before I go to see Cirno, I tired to find something in the forest. After I obtained
the RED CRYSTAL, in the map underneath that, I couldn't go left. I tried to stand at the leftmost, but I couldn't be transmit.
Maybe something casues the transmisson event disappear?. Klang is almost good. There is a good game under it, somewhere,
but the amount of very significant problems will keep most people away, myself included.

The amount of visual noise is mind boggling. 85% of the time, I didn't know how I died or what hit me. For example, you know
you have to press a button by a cone in that direction. You know what's also a cone? An attack. They also have more or less the
same colors, so good luck parsing what's on the screen.
The game also has an excessive amount of explosion effects that obsfuscates the most important kind of information...

In a reflex based game, the least you need is to make every gameplay element distinct. This is one of the worst games I've played in
that regard.

Then, there's the controls. Using the analog stick for discrete input (8 directions) is not a good way of doing things. But that's what
this game does. The keyboard controls aren't much better, since you have to press two keys at once to get the 8 directions. Playing
with a keyboard, with a ton of buttons, you have to press two keys at once...
Again, this is a game where reflexes matter, and pressing two keys at once is awkward and sometimes registers incorrectly because
you accidentally press one key before the other.

Then, there's the fact that levels are extremely short and not at all song oriented. In fact, the more "song oriented" levels are about 1
minute long at most. This leads to two problems.
The first problem is that this simply doesn't work as a traditional rhythm game (in any way) where can just pick different tracks to
play through and enjoy your time. 1 minute long isn't enough to get in the flow or have any real progression. You get 3 or 4 short
sequences and you're done...

The other problem is also related to the unorthodox control scheme and the amount of clutter:
Maybe you can learn how to parse all the information and press the right keys intuitively. But that requires some amount of
practice. Of which this game has none. Because everything comes in such short sequences, you never get the change to really learn
anything. It has a huge amount of checkpoints, so you rarely play for more than 30 seconds at a time. And the game doesn't reuse
many elements. One level is rhythmic combat, the other is stealth, the next is platforming, etc. Too fragmented and never gives the
player a chance to learn the game.

It's rare that I want game to have filler, but this one definitely needs it. Again, most of my time with it was spent in frustrating, not
knowing what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 was going on from all the visual noise and getting tripped up over what keys to
press.

Finally, there's the fact that there's barely anything "innovative" in here. It doesn't push the genre beyond anything. The platforming
and the rhythm part are completely independent of one another. Basically, you have to press the right arrow keys on time while also
running left and right to dodge beams. That's it.
It's just multitasking. The game doesn't use the platforming in a rhythmic sense at all, except wall jumps...

Before the Echo was a really good example of a rhythm game that actually tried to do things differently. The game was difficult to
play, at first, and involved a good deal of multitasking. But it also had a much better structure, allowing you to get used to the
gameplay before presenting the real challenges.

140 is a rhythm platformer that is really good as well!

This game isn't, really.
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And it's unfortunate, because the game has a very unique artstyle. It looks very unique and the developer is clearly talented to make
all this!
And when the game worked, it was good! Unfortunately, it barely every worked for 20 seconds straight.

I tried to give it a good chance. I finished the main ending, then completed all of the bonus stages for the extra ending. I also tried
"hard" mode, which is really just a sped-up version of the main mode (which, come on, now the levels are 45 seconds long instead
of 1 minute! And the music doesn't sound nearly as good what are you doing?).
I see some reviewers having 10+ hours, one even 90. This game is extremely short, could be easily finished in 1 or 2 hours if you
can parse things. So I assume they got over the clutter in time and actually started enjoying their time.

I tried, and got a bit better by the end. But then, with all the levels being so short and extremely narrow, I didn't think it was worth to
keep playing. It's not like you're mastering a song. Instead, you're mastering very short sequences that while rhythmic, don't have
much to do with the song.

So yeah. Not to my liking at all. But I think there is a fun game here. Here's hoping KlangM (his next game) will improve where this
one fails so that I can try the good game this is supposed to be.. Ok Indie game. has good creepy vibes. But way to short. May need
to keep the price point at the sale price of $0.99 as I feel its not worth more than that. Took me a lil longer to figure things out as I
love puzzle games, just not very good at them. For a good puzzle solver this game would take them about 30 minutes to complete.
Hopefully the next game made by this developer will be better.. I dont know why but i thought this game would let you set your tones
it doesnt id like to see that added to the point where you can like make your own tunes / remake tunes but other then that its really
neat to listen to what happens when you put a bunch of the shapes together its just anoter vr play with the vr type of game and it
does it well. Exceedingly easy throughout. Your hitbox is tiny and the bullet patterns require little thought to dodge. There's a lot of
ships to choose from but they don't have anything unique to them other than shot patterns, giving no real reason to try the game
again with a different character after you find one you like. Story is barebones and doesn't make much sense (A terrorist group
attacked their race, so the response was to follow up and attack their home planet in defense..?)
The game only has 6 levels, so I considered pushing through just to finish it, but it ends with a ridiculous difficulty spike of a final
boss, with no healthbar or any indication how close you are to finishing. At that point, I had to give up.
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